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Welcome from the Edithare
-

It’s November! The new committee is settling down and thinking about the Christmas party. Bedsores is
thinking about the 2016 ROTT. I am thinking about what I should write in
this Herald. So, this month’s Herald is going to be about beer.

When I read about the evils of drinking, I nearly
gave up reading,

El Rave.

CH3 Xmas Party
Sun 13th December
Queen Edith, Cambridge

ROTT 2016 is On on!
Really Over The Top 2016
Long Distance Hash Trail
16th – 18th Sep 2016
Destination TBD
Hares: Bedsores and Strapon
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Run 1882 – 26th Oct 2014
Three Horseshoes, Graveley
Hare – Forest Dump and Spicy Bear
Scribe – Audrey GH3 GM

Many years ago, I was working in a moderately
big section within a big Government department.
As is the way with the wheels of bureaucracy, the
efﬁcient functioning of the whole depended in
large part in having meetings. My immediate
boss was the minutes secretary, who would
attempt to make sense of what had been said.
Often, the project director (as chair of the
meeting), would review the draft minutes, and
recommend some changes be made — a point
missed here, or an ambiguity there. From time to
time, though, he would want some sections to be
re-done, with a different choice of words
altogether. “But,” pointed out my boss, in her sweetest voice, “that’s not what they said at the
meeting.” “Indeed it isn’t,” replied the project director, “but
it’s what they should have said, and what they meant to
say!” While this may have made for a less fraught approvals
process for what was a quite hefty (not to say expensive)
project, my boss did feel that it was rather taking the biscuit
when the director started asking for changes to the minutes
for meetings that he wasn’t even at!
What’s this got to do with anything, you may ask (or
alternatively, you’ve come to the conclusion that Big Blouse
has gone off on one of his long missives — his write-up of
the Ice House running to a fairly staggering 8 pages1 — and
just accepted that a quick skim read is in order). Having
taken a 20 year sabbatical from Hashing, I was just getting
back into the right frame of (half) mind, and noticed that the
CH3 website not only informed what was coming soon, but
also provided write-ups. When I did resume (with Glasgow
H3), I thought that doing a write-up of the trail was the
I don’t think the “SLOW” sign is
norm2, so started doing an ad hoc version of how I thought
an instruction for the pack…
the trail went. Five and a bit years, and about 300 run
write-ups later3, I noticed that Blouse’s ﬁnal missive as GM
(Run 1928) mentioned how he had uncovered an “ancient Hash relic”, the Bob Morrill plate.
1

Which is as nothing compared to the 94 pages for the Commie Hash Trash. Despite warning
people not to print it out, that didn’t stop some from giving it a go. And then being shocked as page
after page spilled out from their (overworked) printer
Back in the late 80s, there wasn’t a world wide web, so write-ups were done the old fashioned
way — typed or (for the really fortunate) using one of those fancy word processor thingys
2

3

GH3 runs once a week, 64 (or more) times a year…
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As he said, “This was traditionally given to a
hasher for excessive prevarication, putting it off
or generally not bothering, so I was delighted as
GM to give this to Debonnaire for failing to
provide the run write up words for Run 1882
(Three Horseshoes, Gravely) from the 26th
October 2014 – that’s 11 bloody months of
excessive prevaricating!”
So here it is. Channelling my old project director,
this run report will be done by someone who
wasn’t even there!4 Let’s face it, since it
happened nearly a year ago, even those who
were there will probably not remember it…

Tiptoe through the shiggy…

A quick check at the map helpfully provided, and
I was sure that I could concoct something about
it being a street run, so maybe some creativity
with Google Streetview could enlighten me with
some suitable landmarks. At which point I
realised that I had clicked on the wrong
postcode, and the trail was, in fact, out in the
middle of the countryside.
Now countryside trails are always good for
shiggy, and, trawling my mind back to the CH3
500th5, I remember crossing ﬁelds which didn’t
seem that muddy. And then, by the time the pack
Come tiptoe through the shiggy with me
had reached the far side, we all seemed to have
grown in stature. Either it was a really big ﬁeld,
and we really had aged signiﬁcantly6, or we had
somehow gone so fast that time dilation had kicked in. Or, far more likely, we had picked up
enough shiggy which had remained resolutely stuck to our trainers that we were literally an
inch or so taller than we had gone in. As we collectively wiped off the excess height, the trail
would follow the road for a bit, and then lead us into another ﬁeld that gave the same effect.
And another…7

Actually, I do have form for that, even with Glasgow — most recently here, where a combination
of pictures, random comments from the pack and generally making it up as I go seems to have
worked. So far.
4

5

Yes, I was there!

6

It was the Iron Man trail, billed as the second longest of the 5 on offer (after Titanium Man), and
deﬁnitely much longer than the Paper Man. Meant to be 10 miles, it was probably closer to half
marathon, so maybe we did all age signiﬁcantly…
And then, at one point, we saw a mark that looked like “1M” “Oh good,” was the relieved
comment from many, “only one mile to go.” It was only when, after about a mile or so, we saw
another such mark, that we realised it was “IM”, meaning Iron Man, as we were just about to cross
the Wooden Man trail (marked, not surprisingly as WM). And we still had a long way to go…
7
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Coming back to
the present day,
and, sure
enough, there
were such
shiggy rich
ﬁelds for the
pack to traverse.
And,
predictably,
some more.
Still, at least
there was some
Lost the pack in the copse?
woodland to
enliven the
trail, and some fancy dress from Double Top to enliven the
end of the trail.

Should one ask why, or just
“Because”

Let’s face it, a random run report, from a random hasher,
from two decades ago, is still better than the Big Blouse patent write-up template (which he
has used at least twice, to my knowledge).

On on!
Audrey
GH3 Scribe and GM
Run location:
Not exactly a recent picture…
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Run 1902 – 15th Mar 2015
March Hare, Dunton
Hare – Blowback, Little Blow and Delilah
Scribe – Ferret
On a cold but sunny morning in March at the
March Hare the hares promised a good run, and
to begin with I was a bit worried about the lack
of FRB,s but Antar and
Googly turned up to allay my fears. The on was
off down the road and immediately we got into
the fields. We ran through several checks
directly away from the pub for 21/2 miles. Up
till then I guessed correctly, but from here on I
got it badly wrong and short cutted 2 checks,
not wanting a down down I ran round in circles
for a while till the pack
caught up. After that I let the FRB,s do the work, Deep Shit, Daffy, Pedro, Blowback, Wimp and Shiggy
Two Shoes, if I missed you out, tough shit. Despite a lot of straight running and a long way between
blobs, the hares kept the pack together and the last two checks sorted out some of the front runners.
Lots of running, and fast, I did 6.5 miles and got back after an hour and a half. All in all a good run in
an area not best suited for
hashing, there being no woods and lots of straight
line running. Well done the Hares.
We were promised a short circle as by the time we
were ready for it, the sun was gone and the
temperature had dropped.
The GM welcomed back Toy Boy and Graham, though
he didn't realise he is yet another Whittle. No
mention of Sqeek. The hares were called in the circle,
Blowback, Little Blow and Delilah, our youngest hare
ever. I don't think
she had a beer though. Then in quick succession:








Just Adam for wearing, owning Crocks??
Fit But Dim for leading the charge of the heavy and old brigade
across a field.
Lightning for premature Ejaculation, at least he can still do it. He
also scared the kids lurching out of the graveyard like something
out of 'Killer'
Mothers, cos it was Mother's Day, Imelda, WYDT, Computer,
Woody Hollow, Shiggy Two Shoes, Little Blow, and
Unmentionable. Did we miss any?
Pedro, for posing in last week’s half marathon shirt.
Jetstream, for mass producing kids.
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A very good and quick circle, with no monologues or pantomimes we were back on the piss in less
half an hour.

Ferret
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Run 1921 – 26th Jul 2015
Saddle, Kimbolton
Hare – Swampy
Scribe – Spicy Bear
On a day when they could have been anywhere else — the Secret Garden Party in Huntingdon,
perhaps, or starting their summer holidays, or even sitting on the M20 outside Dover waiting for
the Channel Tunnel to reopen again — close to 40 Hashers slogged out to
Kimbolton to see whether Swampy might lay a trail that lived up to his
name.
He did.
With the Hash website having predicted for weeks that it was likely to be a
wet one, the rain-slicked horde (you could have renamed the CH3 “Clan
Mackintosh” that day) set out on the 63-mile swim to London.
The rain, in fact, wasn't bad when we set off. The FRBs could be heard baying
in the distance as we walkers picked our ways across the fields, looking up
occasionally to admire the (historically) Huntingdonshire countryside.
With more rain rolling in, however, Swampy took pity on us near the halfway
point, suggesting a “shortcut”. It was at this point all hell broke loose.
It is a truth universally acknowledged that walkers, with no runners to do the
actual trail checking, are worth bupkis. Faced with a check on the "shortcut"
and with no runners in sight, the walkers faltered and splintered. Most went
back to hard road to walk on inn.
But a few of us took the road less travelled, walking past a misleading
"private property" sign to remain on true trail. It was then, as a stretched
out parade of Jetstream, Forrest Dump, myself and others found ourselves
amid freshly ploughed fields, that the rain came in earnest. Much mud
ensued.
In the end, only four people ran the entire trail: Ubend, Unmentionable, El Rave and the visiting
Gottel Stumper. Yet they still arrived before some of the walkers did, and were rightfully
punished in the circle for it.
Speaking of punishment, a few other down downs were doled out by stand-in GM
Doggy Style, stand-in RA Shamcock and myself, the Grand Mattress:






Edith, Tight Lips and Gottel Stumper — visitors
Antar — thought the walkers weren't walking
While You're Down There and Three Swallows — smiling as Antar was serenaded with
"Goo, Goo, Goo Oozing Out His Back Door"
El Rave — for being better than the Met Office at predicting the weather
Collapso — he got nailed for something, but there was a private party taking place and
some of us missed it

There may have been other down-downs given, but it's been so long that I've forgotten.
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In fact, you may have noticed it's been a while between the run and it appearing in The Herald.
There is a reason for this — I was enjoying watching Toed Bedsores squirm! Many, many autonags have died, ignored, in my inbox over the past few weeks,
and Ted (WHO SAID TED?!?) has even taken to nagging me in
person on Sundays when I see him.
In fact, as I write this, Ted is sitting next to me at the Chequers
in Little Gransden (Run 1930) asking me, "You still owe me a
run write-up, don't you?" (Because who doesn't bring their
iPad to runs to finish write-ups?)
Alas, the joke is ultimately on me, though — I'll be your
edithare again in July 2016! So I don't advise taunting Ted the
Deadline Master! Ack!!!

On On!
Spicy Bear
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Run 1926 – 30th Aug 2015
Five Alls, Benwick
Hare – Fannyrat and Cockpit
Scribe – Bearstop
Hello Russia said Michigan game apps. Oops; I tried dictating this write up but my computer
doesn’t seem to understand me. Let’s start aagin. On arrival for my very first visit to Benwick I was
nabbed immediately by the GM and cajoled into being the scribe. I had hardly had time to reply
when Woody Hollow rushed up and said “I’m literally going to pee in my pants”. I thought maybe
there will be something to write about. However I was literally unsure what actually happened as
WH zoomed into to the pub where she may well have found that she had been exaggerating.
Meanwhile quite a good turnout was developing considering the remoteness of the location. Once
11 o’clock had been announced Fannyrat spent an hour or two on a lecture on hash symbols. Very
few took notes, which ultimately was quite damaging. Here for example is a Fenland checkpoint:

Confusing isn’t it? Elsewhere it’s a sign for the first woman
that arrives to adjust her t-shirt.
But never mind we had another celebration taking place:
“Benwick in Bloom”: the annual flower festival. Fannyrat
and Cockpit had done their part by spreading flour all
around the village.
The weather was absolutely ideal. Cool with a little bit of
moisture. This was perfect for the runners to stop them
overheating, just right to keep the walkers anxious to find the beer stop and the in trial and made
those that stayed in the pub feel fully justified. Well done the RA even though he was away in
Amsterdam. Anyway a lot of us took off in the wrong direction but eventually Ba*tard and Gori*la
found the trail and by 11.30 the whole pack was finally on its way albeit in the usual confusion that
besets the hash on a Sunday morning. However, Daffidildo, U-Bend, Muff Diver and the other front
runners were shocked to then find about 25 walkers holding a check just outside the village. After
the usual jokes about SCBs Shamcock, Wimp, Big Blouse, Ferret and Keep it Clean led us up both
sides of the old course of the river Nene, which meanders very attractively out of Benwick.

The old river
course
has formed
a very
unusual
feature
called a
roddon on
which the
village is
built.
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Eventually the front runners found the walkers again, this time at the beer stop. It was a pretty spot
and much fun was had. From here it was just a fine few miles back to the village past a giant stack
of straw bales.

Daffidildo & Wimp blazing the way back to Benwick
Back at the pub we found some good beer and the One O’clock Circle was only 7 minutes late. The
GM, RA and Grand Mattress all pranced around and of course awarded down downs to various
people. There were quite a few visitors. One was Hangover Blue’s mum. Others were a family group
that It’ll Come Off seemed to know. The landlord came into the circle to explain “The Five Alls” to
us using a big sign with pictures and words. I hope he always does this as I’ve already forgotten
what it all means. I’m sure he must have been given a down down. Antar & Kermit didn’t get down
downs for travelling such a great distance to Benwick. I don’t think anyone realised this until I did
just now. Of course it is entirely possible they realised how far they came. On-on I say.

Beerstop
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Runs for November 2015
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk F

Run No. 1935: 01-Nov-2015
Rose and Crown, Ashdon, CB10 2HA
Hares The Earl of Pampisford & The Earl of Pampisford

Hare raiser Double Top

Run No. 1936: 08-Nov-2015
Flying Pig, Hills Rd Cambridge, CB2 1LQ
Hares Daffidildo & Doggystyle
Run No. 1937: 15-Nov-2015
Black Bull, Brampton, PE28 4PF
Hares Vajazzled
Run No. 1938: 22-Nov-2015
Red Lion, Cherry Hinton, CB1 9JP
Hares Three Swallows & Double Top
Run No. 1939: 29-Nov-2015
Buckden Marina Clubhouse, Buckden Marina, PE19 5QS
Hares Pugwash

Grand Master - Daffidildo
Grand Mattress - Doggystyle
Joint Master - Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses - Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor - Fit but Dim
Verger - Kermit
Hare Raiser - Double Top
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave
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Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro

